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Smoke ‘Em if
You Got ‘Em:
Hookahs Legalized
by Shiri Aroshas

PTV Pays the Price
for Profanity
by Jesse Thomas
Eager eyes from Crossroads to Wham City
anxiously tuned into Women’s Studies clone,
The Blast, last Tuesday night on PTV expecting
a return to the craven depths of diaper-clad
douchebaggery by Billy Prinsell and friends.
After being banned by the executive board,
defended by PTV interim manager Sam Jaffe,
and allowed back on the air last week by the
Student Senate, Mr. Prinsell did the single
dumbest thing anyone has done at Purchase in
my four years: he went on the air in blackface.
Jaffe and the Student Senate are still wiping the
egg from their bewildered mugs, and Prinsell
may still be in hiding.
The backlash was instant. Rumors flew
across campus of angry OAPIA members
storming PTV, one of them armed with a baseball bat. The now infamous broadcast ended
with a visibly shaken Prinsell offering a meager
apology to anyone he “may have offended”
while his eyes were darting off camera at the
angry mob that he had caused to gather in the
studio. The University Police had to be called
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to calm the situation in PTV’s notorious basement studio, but as news of the incident spread,
so did the controversy.
The next day, offended and motivated members of the student body made their displeasure
known to the Student Senate, who now looked
like fools for letting the shirtless misogynists
return to our living rooms. Responding swiftly,
boldly and with the subtlety of a sledgehammer
the Senate resolved to suspend new programming on PTV, including all live shows and new
student submissions until the Media Board can
come up with a manual of standards and practices, giving them a deadline of March 31st to
accomplish the task. PTV was also appropriately ordered to air an apology for allowing the
idiotic and frighteningly ignorant program on
the air.
Now you might be asking yourself, why the
hell is everyone so bent out of shape because
some idiot painted his face black on TV, wasn’t
he just making fun of Osh’s show? After viewing the show at an OAPIA meeting last
Thursday I personally believe that Billy, unfortunately like many other Purchase Students, was
ignorant of the history of blackface and minstrel
shows along with their history of spreading
racist ideals and savage impressions of African
Continued on Page 10...

More
Fallout
from
The Blast

Purchase may be experiencing conditions
similar to an arctic tundra, but you can now
pass the time by gathering with friends and
enjoy a relaxing smoke around the hookah
without repercussions by officials. The hookah,
or nargile, is now a recognized tobacco-smoking device on Purchase Campus.
About two weeks ago, Student Affairs notified the Purchase Police Department and
Residence Life officials that there is a new protocol on the confiscation of hookahs. The prior
policy, (of which some of us are plenty aware)
was that any hookah found in an on-campus
residence was confiscated and tested. The
hookah was automatically assumed to be paraphernalia and not returned even if the test
showed no use of drugs.
“Campus life committee had a group of
students petition to have this policy changed at
the end of last semester,” said John Delate,
Director of Residence Life. “These students
argued that the past policy was biased against
students who smoke tobacco out of hookahs
and not the assumed marijuana.”
The hookah is now considered no different
than rolling papers. This new policy allows students to house hookahs in their apartments and
dorms, with the exception of Outback. It permits
students to smoke hookahs wherever smoking
is allowed.
The hookah is also considered no different
than rolling papers in that if students are found
to be smoking illegal substances they will have
to face the same consequences.
The Purchase Police Department is in full
support of this change in protocol.
“Prior to this change, the hookah was considered contraband,” said University Police
Assistant Chief Peter Macaluso. “Students are
now given more leeway, an officer will only suspect a hookah if they see or smell marijuana or
any other contrabands (alcohol included). The
officer can then confiscate it and test it for
drugs. If nothing is found the hookah is returned
Continued on Page 11...
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I’m not agreeing with the majority on this one. I’m
one of those folks who doesn’t know what is wrong with
blackface. Even accepting that there is something
wrong on the basis of one senators audible sorrow,
OPIA and Dexs’ passion and outrage and the fact that
Jeff Stein was visibly perturbed for the first time in three
years that I’ve known him; it still boils down to all the
passion and outrage being due to a white actor wearing
black makeup, and not about him using another students identify without that students consent, again, or
mimicking another artists shtick without the same artists
consent, both of which are potential law suite drawing
actions for theft of intellectual property or defamation of
character or something.
Was he trying to do anything other then clown around
and get some laughs, with no racism intended on his
part?
Being offended by someone else’s’ artistic
expression is not grounds for the kinds of actions being
requested and considered. People are allowed to offend
each other in this country and to make that stop; everyone would have to stop expressing themselves. It might
have taken 250 years for Americans to finally realize this
folly, but the constitution does allow you to be rude, vulgar, insensitive and mean-spirited in your forms of self
expression and artwork.
The point of all this, is that I feel that it would be the
greater of two evils for the media board guidelines to forbid performance artists from choosing to portray characters of a race other than their own than it would be to
ban this due to bad feelings the action creates in order
to please one group because it sets the dangerous
precedent of banning other things to alleviate offenses
in other groups which will only reduce artistic expression, not increase it.. Casting should be color blind the
most talented getting the parts without race being
involved, but the characters involved still being of whatever race the story demands. Casting a black woman
to play Othello’s wife for instance or a white man to play
Othello himself, and going the whole nine yards in costuming them accordingly (including using body paint) is
not something that should cause angry reactions or
should be taken personally. It’s all just part of the show.
It should be the artists call whether the situation
demands the casting of a character of one race by an
actor of another. If you only have a small pool of actors
available (or even just one) and no one of the appropriate race to cast, then the use of paint and or masks as

part of the costume is certainly justifiable in many possible future situations, even presupposing an incorrect
use of it last night.
-Drew Freedman
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The lieutenant police officer watched me with a
careful eye. “Are you sure you’re okay?”
“Yes.” I replied despite the fact my whole body was
shaking.
No, I’m not high. I’m in shock. I’m in shock because
while sitting in my favorite class, a one-inch thick ceiling
tile fell onto my head. With my head pounding a little
stars floating merrily in my vision, I thanked him and sat
back down in class, staring at the hole in the ceiling. An
older woman hands me a piece of candy, sugar helps
shock she says.
How can this happen in my brick Wonderland?
How can this happen when so many new buildings are
being built and a new greener, happier mall awaits us in
the distant future?
I look up at the rest of the ceiling, half hearing
Professor Scharfman asking if I’m okay once again. The
tiles above more innocent students are bent as if water
is rotting them and pushing them to their limits. I think
about the elderly around me. What if one fell on them?
What if that tile ruined my awesome, green Wicked
Broadway glasses? Oh there would’ve been hell to pay
if that happened…
So I propose that instead of worrying about a happier looking mall or a new dorm building. Purchase
should take a look at the condition of its classrooms
and, especially, its dorms. We come here to learn, not
expecting to get hit by falling ceiling tiles or waking up to
a flooded room! This is for our safety, and that’s more
important than our temporary four-year (or more) happiness. What if that ceiling tile had given someone a serious injury or even death? If Purchase is worried about
spending money on its classrooms, they should be
more worried about giving up thousands of dollars to
lawyers. Thank God someone was watching over me
when it happened! (And no, I love the Humanities building too much to press charges…and I probably couldn’t
anyway.)
So if you’re in the Humanities building
1077…watch out for falling ceiling tiles.
-Carissa Palazzo
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Poor at Purchase

Blackface and
Freedom of Speech

By Jill Liptak
In an ultimate search for ‘yes’ Purchase
students are experiencing a lot of ‘no’ this
semester. “No, we’re not hiring.” “No, we can
not offer you work study.” “No results match
your search.”
As textbook prices soar, living expenses
increase, and the option of ordering a pizza
Friday night becomes not only improbable but
absolutely ridiculous, Purchase students
engross themselves in a competitive and challenging search for jobs. Unfortunately, as the
second semester continues, students are
beginning to discover that available positions
have become rare and precious commodities
on campus.
“I have had an immense amount of
requests this year for students to work the desk
at the learning center,” said Brenda DeMartiniSquires, Head of The Learning Center. “I’ve
never had to turn away so many people
before.”
Although there are no concrete figures
stating that in comparison to other years there
is a significant lack of jobs this semester,
Purchase students would agree that obtaining
an on-campus job is a near impossible task.
“Jobs on campus are scarce, and if you’re
lucky enough to get one you should hold on to
it like a lover,” said A.J Spadafora IV, freshman
literature.
Many different factors may attribute to a
job shortage this semester. One obvious reason is simply that there are no available positions. Most employers hire students in the fall
semester and then keep them all year round. If
the department already has a full staff of
trained and competent employees there is no
need to hire new ones.
Another problem is that most positions are
designated only for Work-Study students.
Work Study is a federally funded and regulated
program and is designed to enable students to
earn funds for educational expenses. It is
need-based and eligibility is determined using
the information on one’s FAFSA application.
“If students are eligible for work study and
they didn’t get it, I’ll put them on a waiting list,”
said Ivy Lee, Work-Study Coordinator.
“However, we stopped adding students
because there were so many people. I didn’t
want to get their hopes up.”
Because Work-Study employees’ salaries
are funded by the federal government, departments don’t have pay out of their budget. So
generally, departments with minimal budgets
mainly hire Work-Study students.
“I think there are fewer opportunities for
students to work without work study,” said
Wendy Morosoff, Director of Career
Development. “There are not enough nonwork-study jobs available because we don’t
have it in the budget. By using work-study we,
as a department, don’t have to pay employees
out of our funds.”
The combination of employers’ already
having staff from the previous semester and

By C. Clear

the other excess positions designated for only
Work-Study students, mean a Non-WorkStudy student faces extreme difficulty when
seeking an on-campus job.
If a student is dedicated enough, they can
always attempt to carry on an off-campus position. But this may be a complicated option.
Usually, matching work hours with one’s class
and bus schedule is a complex web of give and
take.
“I was considering getting a job off campus,” said Alec Boccio, freshman undeclared.
“But it seemed so hard to maintain I think if it
were off-campus I rather wouldn’t get a job at
all.”
Working off campus requires great skill in
scheduling and balancing one’s schoolwork,
social life, and hours dedicated to work and
transportation. And although
transportation may be easier for students with
a car on campus, most outside jobs have
demanding schedules and policies that students feel will interfere with their grades
“I would rather not work off campus,” said
Felix Pichardo, freshman psychology. “I’m a little worried that accommodating off-campus
work hours will compromise my time for school
work.”
Unfortunately, with big employers such as
the bookstore cutting their hours as the semester progresses, there appears to be no relief for
this lack of jobs.
“Purchase is at a disadvantage because
we don’t have a town on campus,” said A.J
Spadafora IV, freshman literature. “My advice
for students who don’t have a job is work during breaks and save up a great deal of money.”
Students should also try to prepare for
next year, so that they are not in the same situation. All Purchase students are encouraged
to use Purchase Jobscore and fill out their
FASFA applications early as Work-Study is first
come first serve. Students seeking jobs are
reminded to keep their eyes open for various
opportunities. Until then they remain hopeful,
focused, and unemployed.

BlackFace and Freedom of speech.
These two words have come into Purchase
conversation a lot lately, either through the
Purchase Grapevine, Live Journal or
President's Schwartz's letter to the Purchase
College community. Everyone knows or should
know some detail of the incident where Billy
Prinsell donned blackface to mock another student Ashraf Rashid, I am sure other articles
cover it better than I will, so I won't discuss it.
What I will discuss is the profound disappointment in the way that Purchase College's white
student community has responded to the incident.
This incident has revealed that unfortunately many people on this campus have the
moral barometer of someone who would masturbate to a gang rape instead of calling the
police or helping, more concerned with their
own entertainment, and not caring about the
feelings of others in their community
More students seem upset that the reruns
of The old MTV Sifl and Oily sock puppet show
were delayed than that there was a vicious
mental racist attack on the campus's black
community. One student on Livejournal said,
"It's not the Fault of the person who caused the
uproar. It's the Fault of the overly sensitive antifree speech (They're against it if it's against
them, fucking hypocrisy) over-reactors who
have no sense of humor about themselves. The
guy who caused the riot isn't even remotely a
racist," in response to PTV being taken off the
air.
While it’s impossible for any single person
to get into the depths of the many issues that
this has opened, I feel the need to address the
free speech issue. It is extremely irritating that
many people on this campus are using it as a
rat hole to hide in and as an excuse for racist
and bad behavior.
What is amazing is that trying to protect
one's self against hate speech is seen as going
against the values of liberalism. If that is the
case, then the people of the Netherlands are
fascist. In the Netherlands, home of legalized
drugs, legal euthanasia, legalized gay marriage, legalized prostitution and many other liberal policies, hate speech is punishable under
the law. Furthermore the right of free speech
always needs to be balanced by the responsibility and respectfulness of the communities in
which it's practiced. While the First Amendment
protects bad and hurtful speech it doesn't
endorse it.
The endorsement of this speech comes
from the communities that they are produced in.
By expecting a lessened or silent reaction from
the black community on campus, you are diminishing the hateful nature of the act that took
place. Furthermore, for freedom of speech to
function in any society it must be accompanied
by responsibility and respect. In the earliest
Continued on Page 7...
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Think Wide Open
By Dexter Wiseman
Blackface, a tradition popular for over a century in American theatre, gained dominance
between 1828 and 1930, becoming a popular
business phenomenon in which white performers
profited off the degradation of African Americans;
white performers transformed themselves into
black Americans using burnt cork, grease paint or
shoe polish to give themselves jet-black skin.
Blacks were often portrayed as buffoonish, cowardly fools who lusted after white women and garbled the English language. "The [minstrel] genre
played a powerful role in shaping perceptions of
and prejudices about Blacks," wrote Eric Lott,
author of Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy
and the American Working Class.
Last Tuesday Billy Prinsell premiered the first
episode of the now-cancelled The Blast on PTV. I
originally saw nothing offensive about it; it was
your average Purchase show full of sexually
degrading and homophobic comments. Then Billy
came out in a hoodie, dark shades and blackplanted skin. Billy, his guest Jonathan Stuart and
anonymous callers remarked on Purchase's different cultures. An assortment of dysphemisms
like “kike" and "spic” had became common. Billy,
in his ignorant display of racial insensitivity, portrayed Blacks as buffoonish, lustful, angry and illbred ghetto creatures who lack common sense
and knowledge of the English language.
His guest Jonathan Stuart provided gross
commentary on black sexuality: “The intimidation
factor…the height…the size…the skin color…
Those are all sexy to girls. It's partially a result of
his ability to scare them. Maybe he'll rape them,
rob them, rob the liquor store their dad owns."
Unfortunately, much of the Purchase's culture thrives off sexism, homophobia and ignorance. Statements like "Racism doesn't exist,"
"Security guards don't follow minorities in stores,"
"Homosexuals are going to hell," "Is it true Black
men have a big you know what?," an "Me and my
friends celebrated Martin Luther King day by
wearing urban clothes and buying a bucket of
chicken and eating it in the park" are increasingly
common.
This is the second time the school has failed
to protect students of color against tactless and
demeaning stabs at diversity. Last February the
drama studies department produced Jae
Kramissen's atrocious play Niggerback. The play
was insulting, and its content in no way, shape, or
form justified its insensitive title.
I believe Billy should be made an example of
what will no longer be tolerated on this campus.
The book of justice (which has not always ruled in
favor of minority students) should be thrown at
him and then picked up and thrown again. He and
his Blast co-stars should be expelled. Sam Jaffe,
the acting manager of PTV (who chose to hide
behind the First Amendment) should be punished
along with the interns who worked on the show.
This may sound vindictive, but when you are party
to an act as vicious as this, and make little to no
attempt of stopping iit, you should bear the burden, thus everyone who has assisted in this insidious act should endure consequences.

Great Bands to
Rock the Stood
By Kevin Rankin
Fellow students of SUNY Purchase, I feel
it is my duty to write about something that I
truly believe in, something that I feel everyone
should know about.
Normally, I would use this space in the
Independent to focus on one band or musician
spawned from this great bubble of SUNY
Purchase. I felt like this time I would try a little
something different and tell you about five.
These five bands not only share the common
thread of greatness, but also will share the
stage this Saturday the 4th at our own beloved
Student Center starting at 8PM. Is this shameless self promotion? Or is this my duty as a fellow student to share great rock and roll with the
masses? I’d have to say it’s a little bit of both,
but for purposes of this article, I’d like to think
more of the latter.
3 Monkeys Named “BOB”
(http://www.myspace.com/3MonkeysNamedB
OB)
Formed almost nine years ago at the
beginning of high school, this band of original
sounding punk-ska-metal influenced music are
the longest running punk band out of Rockland
County (and almost longest running band from
Rockland
period,
second
only
to
Shabutie…now known as MTVU favorites
Coheed and Cambria.) Formed by principle
members Evan Kleinman and Samuel Oatts
(guitar and bass respectively, both sharing
vocal duties, the latter having been a student at
Purchase some years back), 3 Monkeys
Named “BOB” have played shows all throughout the tri-state area. In addition, the band
once plated a string of shows in Florida. Also
in the band are Dan Muhlenberg (drums), Ed
Norey (guitar), and recent Purchase Music
Conservatory alumni Adam Schneider (trombone, also of the band Dr. Wang’s Infectious
Disease). Despite their 9 year history, this will
mark their first ever appearance at SUNY
Purchase. Support unity and punk rock and
check them out.
Twilight of the Idle
(http://www.myspace.com/TwilightOfTheIdle)
Brainchild of piano based singer/songwriter Rickie Gal, Twilight of the Idle will be
returning to the stage once again to rock your
eardrum’s world with their self described “ladyfronted Vaudeville-rock.” Fresh off their onestop New York City tour and sounding better
than ever (or at least since last month), Twilight
of the Idle’s Ricky and band mates (bassist
Kevin Rankin, drummer Danny Golub, and guitarist Dean Wegweiser) want to make you
laugh, cry, dance and scream all in about 30
minutes time. Give them your time to let them
touch your heart (or maybe just touch you.)

Skeleton Breath (Pictured above.)
(http://www.skeletonbreath.com)
If you’ve been at Purchase the last few
years, you have hopefully heard of Skeleton
Breath. If not, see them now before they
become bigger than Michael Jackson(‘s penis
on a toddler). Consisting of ex-members of
popular Purchase alum bands (such as The
Please Dept., Kiss Kiss, O’Death, and Love
Goat No Robo Bomb) Skeleton Breath’s
Andrew Platt, Bob Pycior, and Sam Doob play
progressive instrumental music with only
drums, bass, and violin. Honestly, last time I
saw them play here at Purchase I was quoted
saying “I feel like I was just fucked by music”
after their set. If you want to get fucked by
music, see Skeleton Breath.
Urban Fetch
(http://www.myspace.com/urbanfetch)
Urban Fetch is the musical extension of
Danny Golub’s music in band form. Danny
writes the songs and played the piano while
performing the lead vocals. The band, (Evan
Lieberman on bass, Josh Mankes on drums
and Jim Cobb on guitar) then twists the songs
into a musical collaboration and squeezes out
awesomeness to served on stage to curious
bystanders, critics, and fans alike.
Choose
(http://www.ifiififiifiif.com/)
Jun Kutler’s industrial rock will rock your
socks off. She and her band are shrouded in
mystery. Likewise, Jen was not available for
comment at the time of writing as she had
“taken a vow of silence.”
This show will define the excellence and
diversity of Purchase rock music from students
past and present. It will be rounded off by the
trip-hoppin’ beats of DJ Hangman between
sets and a short but sweet solo performance
from Dean Wegweiser to start the night off.
This will be held Saturday, March 4th at the
Student Center starting at 8PM. Be there or be
square.
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Grandfatherly
Advice
By David Ebel
So it seems as though Purchase is going
through it’s annual racial controversy. Last year
is was the play “Niggerback”, this time around
it’s the “PTV Incident” as Schwarz put it. Even
in my freshman year in Spain there was a brawl
over one of the students being slurred in
Spanish. So, I’ve seen some reactions to
“racist” behavior, and I’ve seen some real racist
behavior in my time. Like the time I decked
Justin Stearns in first grade for calling my
buddy, Othowel, a nigger. I didn’t get in any real
trouble, but the teachers tried to make the point
that I could have gone about things differently.
I was six years old, and it’s pretty disappointing
to see adults reacting to “offensive” material
like six year olds.
So, anecdotes aside, let me give you a little Miller family advice. The Millers are my
mom’s side of the family, and know a thing or
two about slavery and oppression. Just Google
“Scottish slaves, slavery” and you’ll know what
I’m talking about. Fact is, the Scottish have the
longest known history of slavery. Being
oppressed and enslaved to countries and
empires including Russia, the Roman Empire,
the Vatican, the Vikings, Arabia, and even the
New World, it’s no wonder the Scottish have
the saying, “Twelve highlanders and a bagpipe
make a rebellion.”
So having been educated on the history of
my ancestors, let me give you readers some of
the advice that my grandfather gave to me,

Boring But
Important...
By Valerie Weaver
- The Purchase Ride Board is now up and running. It is located next to the Independent
Office in Campus Center North. The Civic
Actions Committee would like to remind you to
please treat it with care.
- PSGA Live has moved from PTV to WPSR.
The show airs on Tuesday nights from 8pm
until 9pm. Listen online at http://www. p u rchase.edu/radio
- The Women’s Alternative Clinic is open for the
semester! They are open on Monday and
Thursday nights between 5:30 and 8:30. Call
Health Services at x6380 to make an appointment. You don’t need an appointment to get

“Take the high road,” this was altered a bit by
my mother to, “Don’t stoop to their low.” The
point is, just because some one does something that upsets you, even if it’s your god given
right to retaliate, doesn’t make it the thing to do.
Here’s another gem from the highlands,
“One may survive distress, but not disgrace.”
So because someone does something that
offends you, whether it’s on PTV or in the real
world, let him or her be the one who is made a
fool of. My reaction to the Matt Shepard joke
wasn’t personal, I was more in awe of the type
of idiot who would say such a thing.
There has been a lot of talk about hatespeech and free speech, and that they are two
completely different things. Maybe you guys
never went to elementary school but in
Vermont you learn pretty damn quick that,
“Sticks and stones will break my bones, but
words will never hurt me.” Some could say that
such is not true, but then again, some people
are pussies. If you really get upset by somebody’s actions, what reason do you have for
not blowing him or her off?
At the end of the day, you’re in charge. “A
man is a lion in his own cause,” take that to
mean if you don’t like what you see on TV,
change the channel. I hear a lot of whining, and
not a lot of people fessing up to changing the
channel. At the time last weeks “The Bomb”
aired, everybody knew it was going to be
something offensive and crude, and yet they
still watched it. Call me provincial, but that
seems stupid for people to be upset about
something they willingly did. That would be like
a bear complaining about getting stung by a
bee when it sticks its snout in the hive.

FREE condoms, FREE female condoms,
FREE dental dams, and best of all, FREE FLAVORED AND UNFLAVORED LUBE! Everyone
could use a little more lube in the bedroom…
- Hookahs are now officially allowed in the
apartments. Just don’t be surprised if you get
busted for smoking pot out of it. Don’t abuse
your hookah!!
- The Transportation Referendum passed with
290 “yes” votes and 113 “no” votes. As of next
semester, the fees for student parking and the
Purchase Bus will be one mandatory fee to all
students. It will be charged the beginning of the
year in your overall bill for the school.
- Have a problem with something on campus?
Stop by the PSGA Office and we can help you
find out how to fix it! We’re located in CCN next
to the Independent office. We’re open 10-5,
Monday through Friday and our extension is
6079.

MOVIE REVIEW

Joyeux Noel
By Garry Bonesteel
In the world of movie fandom, every genre
has there own special holiday movie. The
youngsters have the Muppet Family Christmas,
saps have It’s a Wonderful Life, action fans
have Die Hard, gore hounds have Christmas
Evil and the rest of the populous has A
Christmas Story which gets played in a continual loop Christmas Day on TBS so that you’re
happy to see relatives because it means not
having to watch it again.
Now I know what you’re say, “Garry what
about those of us who like war movies?
Where’s our holiday cheer?” Never fear folks
because I have the answer to your Christmas
War movie dilemma and it goes by the name
Joyeux Noel.
Joyeux Noel is a French film by director
Christian Carion and it takes place on
Christmas Eve 1914 during World War One.
This movie is based on actual events that took
place on that battle field in which the Scots,
French and Germans all agreed to a cease fire
in order to celebrate Christmas Eve in harmony.
What is really appealing about this movie
is that it presents the audience with the idea
that the enemy may in fact be human and not
the godless demons they are made out to be by
the powers that be. It’s not often that I come
across a movie that allows be to think about a
situation in a different light which this movie
does most affectively. Through out World War
One and Two the Germans became caricatures
evil but in Joyeux Noel there is a scene with
them sitting down to hear a mass given in Latin
instead of sacrificing virgins like the malevolent
heathens their made out to be.
This idea of questioning the true motivations is truly cemented in the end of the movie
Continued on Page 9...

REMOVED IN THE LATE 1980S. * THE CELEBRATION BRINGS IN $840 MILLION FOR NEW ORLEANS ALONE. * THE OFFICIAL COLORS OF MARDI GRAS: PURPLE

DANNY TANNER’S
LIST OF THINGS TO DO TODAY
by Jesse McLaren

6. Tell Joey to get the FUCK out of
my house.

1. Tell Jesse to stop kissing my 7. Show Kimmy Gibbler my penis.
daughters on the mouth.
8. Forgive Michelle.
2. Kick D.J. in the stomach.
9. Raw sex with Rebecca
Donaldson
3. Take 400 bong rips.
4. Do “Wake Up San Francisco” 10. 4,000 push-ups
blitzed.
11. Kick D.J. in the stomach.
5. Break something expensive, 12. Buy mad weed for “Wake up
then blame it on Michelle.
San Francisco” tomorrow?

(JUSTICE), GREEN (FAITH), AND GOLD (POWER) WERE PICKED IN 1872, BUT WEREN'T GIVEN THEIR MEANINGS UNTIL 1892. * KING CAKE DOES NOT COME IN CAR-

You’re (Cease)
Fired!
By Patrick Cassells
Though an Israeli diplomat visited
Purchase College Tuesday night, there was
none of the typical talk of geopolitical strife or
ideological conflict associated with the country.
There was little talk of Palestinian or Israeli
states. There was little talk of Hamas or Fatah,
of the West Bank or the Gaza Strip, of Zionism
or Palestinian refugees.
Then again, Eytan Schwartz is not a typical diplomat. Last year, to the largest audience
in the country's history, he was named the winner of the Apprentice-like Israeli reality-TV program The Ambassador. (According to
Schwartz, however, Trump has taken legal
action against the show's producers to end
such comparisons.) In the fashion of its
American counterpart, Schwartz was chosen
from 14 systematically dismissed finalists to
spend one year in the United States singing
praises for Israel.
Schwartz is approaching the tradition of
raising Israeli support in a revolutionary new
way, focusing on the personal, everyday, even
fun aspects of his country, rather than the political and religious turmoil that has been connected with the region for decades.
"We realize our public image sucks," said
Schwartz, a young Columbia graduate raised
in Tel Aviv whose approach to advancing Israel
is more used car salesman than religious
zealot or politician. "The only images coming
out of Israel are bombings, soldiers—killing.
When do you ever see a beach, or a coral reef,
or a party? Never."
Schwartz's purpose (as well that of Israel
at Heart, the Purchase, NY-based organization
behind The Ambassador) is to advance Israel
through a force more powerful than any "liberation army" or "defense force": public relations.
For one of The Ambassador's missions,
Schwartz's team—the men's—produced a 20second commercial for Israel that aired on
MTV Europe. It began with a young woman in
a bikini walking along a crowded Israeli beach
on a beautiful day. She looks over and meets
eyes with a handsome, well-built man lounging
on the sand. She suddenly slams face-first into
a wooden telephone pole and drops to the
ground. "Indeed, Israel can be a dangerous
place," says the commercial.
Public relations are a concept previously
untapped by Israeli propagandists. Schwartz
may be the first in a new generation of Israeli
nationalists who consider Israel a commodity
to be sold to the rest of the world:
"I believe most students are undecided
when it comes to Israel. I think there are 5 percent who are totally for it and 5 percent who
are totally against it. And rather than trying to
convert that 5 percent that's against us, we're
going to go for that undecided 90 percent."
Intimate and lighthearted campaigns like
the MTV spot, Schwartz believes, will connect

with non-Israeli students in a way that past,
politically minded campaign's have not.
"Many people think they can win support
for Israel through facts and figures, and many
debates on Israel become statistic battles,"
said Schwartz. "It doesn't work that way.
People are tired of hearing about Israel. When
you start talking to them about the politics:
Blah, blah, blah—we've heard it a million times
before. The truth is most people don't care
about politics; they care about people; they
care about life."
Schwartz's glibness and modern, business-like approach to promoting his homeland
has not drawn unanimous encouragement: the
Israeli foreign ministry withdrew its support of
The Apprentice, and several members of the
Purchase audience asked if Schwartz was
being naive about the very real problems in
Israel.
"As an ambassador, there's not much I
can do about Hamas," responded Schwartz,
referring to the extremist, anti-Israeli organization that won a majority of parliamentary seats
in the recent Palestinian elections. "But as a
citizen, there's a lot I a can say about the people in Israel, the technology that's coming out
of Israel, the culture of Israel. That's what I can
contribute."
Schwartz reached into his pocket and
pulled out a small white capsule. "This is a pill
that was developed in Israel that you swallow.
It has a tiny camera inside of it. And doctors
can use to detect heart disease. This is what
Israel means to me."
After saying this, an aging woman called
out from the back of the room:
"I took one of those!"

“Freedom of Speech” from Page 3...
ethics courses it is thought that free speech is
not the right to yell fire in a movie theatre or
falsely slander someone you don't like.
Without those two qualities, freedom of
speech falls into many besmirched categories, of which one of the favorites around
here is empty counter culture posturing,
where you prove your coolness and rebelliousness against society by being as outrageous as possible without actually doing anything for societal change or even caring about
your fellow human beings. Otherwise, we
would be concerned about how this has made
many students on this campus feel.
We at Purchase note ourselves for the
liberal environment of the school. According to
the logic of many, "the humorless people" who
are causing them to miss their sock puppet
episodes are the types of fascists that would
have everyone saying "seig heil" in Ebonics.
This is not the same black campus community I know who have to show patient tolerance
every time they've had to deal with any
excuse for racist behavior from the campus.
From the racist fliers that went up after the
Chartwells protests, to the Nazi skinheads
who have been part of the student body from
time to time, to white students trying to tell
them why they shouldn't be offended by the
play "Niggerback" without seeing it and then
criticizing the same people when they saw it,
calling it stupid.
These same intolerant students have
ignored the many incidents on PTV--including
an off-campus guest when asked about the
chef's outfit he was wearing replying "I'm not a
spic so I don't work for Chartwells"--plus
many other things at Purchase, including the
daily off-hand racist comments that pepper
daily conversation. Trying to paint this as a
gross overreaction and not the straw breaking
the camel's back is enough to make anyone
with common sense write, "Are you fucking
kidding me?"
Furthermore PTV is not as benign and
sweet and filled with honey and clovers as
some people would like to make it. PTV has
had many complaints about it concerning its
programing and has been taken off the air
before due to pornographic content.
Furthermore, PTV was warned continuously
by the PSGA and received many complaints
about its programming from students and
other people within the campus community.
This time, however, the blackface incident has
given purchase students the false impression
or rather the excuse to call the black students
on campus whiny, angry, violent and a bunch
of other descriptions, which are stereotypical
and racist. This incident is just proof that
Purchase needs to really reevaluate itself in
many ways if it doesn't want to become an
ugly shadow of the ideals it purports to live up
to.

ROT. * EACH YEAR 750,000 KING CAKES ARE SOLD IN NEW ORLEANS, WHILE 50,000 MORE ARE SHIPPED BY OVER-NIGHT MAIL TO OTHER STATES. * IN NEW

THURSDAY

Griffler and Ashleigh Tucker pro duce and present their Senior
Project Dance Concert. Tickets
$5 available at the door; $3 with
valid Purchase I.D.
Dance Theatre Lab, 9-9:30 am

EVENTS
Islamic State, Heresy and
Freedom of Speech
4:30 pm NS 1001
David Schwarz Project 4:
Christopher Taggart - (F(al)lying
Squirr(tu)el
9am-5pm
Public Lecture:6:00pm
Reception: 7-8pm

SPORTS

CLUBS

EMIT, HU 1021 10:30-12:00 am

Neil Sedaka - One of rock and
pop music's legendary pioneers,
Sedaka is famous for his string
of hits in the late 1950's:
Calendar Girl, Happy Birthday
Sweet Sixteen, & Breaking Up Is
Hard To Do. GUYS & DOLLS
Series.
8-10pm PAC Concert Hall

PSGA General Programming
Committee, CCN 1012 5:30 pm

BFA DANCE CONCERT
Dance Theatre Lab,8-10pm

Independent Writer’s Meeting,
CCN 1011 7:30 pm

EVENTS

GLBTU, CCS 0037, 10 pm
Comic Book Liberation Army,
Student Center 7pm
OAPIA, CCN Basement 10pm

FRIDAY
STAGE PERFORMANCES
The Gashouse Gorillas - The
Gorillas are ready to put asses in
the seats and make said asses
laugh.
HU Theatre 8pm

Men’s Volleyball
v. Bard College, 5pm

SATURDAY
STAGE PERFORMANCES

Free First Saturdays - Musical
performances from Conservatory
of Music students, hands-on art,
and docent-led tours of exhibi tions.
11am-5pm, The Neuberger

BFA DANCE CONCERT
Featuring repertory performanc es and original choreography,
Lindsey Parker, Gregory
Dolbashian, Giselle Meija, Katie

The Happy Prince - KID'S TIME
Series ages 4-9.
Pepsi Co Theatre 3pm.

MONDAY
STAGE PERFORMANCES
Vocal Music at Noon
Recital Hall, 12-1pm

Men’s Baseball
v. Wesley College, DE, 12pm

SUNDAY
CLUBS
X-Stream Generation CCN 003 9pm

TUESDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly
WEDNESDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly
THURSDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly

FRIDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly
SATURDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly
SUNDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly

NSS Spring Lecture Series HallChris Mooney will speak on
his book, "The Republicans War
on Science"
6:30- 8pm, PAC Recital

WEDNSDAY
PSGA Senate Meeting,
HU 1072 12pm

The Art of the Interview,
4pm

PSGA Finance Committee,
CCN 1012 4:30pm

TUESDAY

Anime Club, Fireside Lounge
9pm

CLUBS
Art Club , Co-Op 9pm

Hillel, CCN 0024 9pm

Yearbook Committee,
Alumni/Affiliate Lounge 9:30pm

Pre-Med Club, NS 1002 12:30
pm

PSGA Civic Actions
Committee, CCN 1012 12:30pm

Psychology Club, NS 0029
12:30 pm

PUSH, CCN 0014 10pm

PTV, CCS 0026 10:30 pm

COCOAS Meeting , Whitson’s
5-6pm. Financial Proposals Due!

Film Society, CCN 10 pm

Independent’s Meeting, CCN
1011 7pm No issue next week!

Media Services Board Meeting
CCN 1011, 10-11pm

EVENTS
String Performance Hour
Recital Hall 3:30-4:30pm
Custom and Law - A Lecture by
Melvin Jules Bukiet
HU Theatre 8:30-10pm

SPORTS

PSGA Major Events
Committee CCN 1012 8pm

Men’s Volleyball
Home 7pm

EVENTS
The Literary Society Presents
Multilingual Night

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE
MONDAY
12:00 AM - Sifl & Olly

6:30-8p, Upper Lobby of the
PAC

CLUBS
EVENTS

Latinos Unidos, CCN 007 10pm

SPORTS

EVENTS

EVENTS

SUNDAY
11:00 PM: After Dark
12:00 PM Midnight Rush
MONDAY
8:00 PM: Monday Night Melting Pot
10:00 PM: A and J's Magnificent Hour
11:00 PM: Steve Gold Hour
12:00 AM: The Release

TUESDAY
10:00 PM: Lady T. Late Night
11:00 PM: The Josh Jupiter Radio Show
12:00 AM:The Offensive w/ Sam Jaffe
1:00 AM: Happy Endings
WEDNESDAY
10:00 PM: Metal Horde
11:00 PM: Awesome Mix Tape #6
THURSDAY
11:00 PM: High Fidelity

BOOK REVIEW

Happy Balloon
to You
By Jill Liptak
It is often amazing the ability literature has
on individuals’ lives. We all have our favorites;
the choice books that spoke to us, taught us,
helped us, and maybe even changed us.
These stories influence our
understanding of different experiences regardless of age. It is perhaps in childhood, when we have
such little ability to comprehend
the ‘grown-up’ world, that stories
play such an important role.
In today’s society it is commonly assumed that death and
grief are adult concepts of understanding. But in reality, it seems
no one is really prepared to deal
with them. There is no programmed mechanism that suddenly kicks in after a certain age
that makes the loss of a loved
one more bearable and for children the experience can be extremely overwhelming and confusing.
Happy Balloon to You, written by
Purchase student David Nora Jr., not only
offers a look into the world of a child dealing
with death but also serves as a guide for handling grief. Written in the voice of seven-yearold Jacob Cross, Happy Balloon to You is a

story of life, death, and most importantly hope
in unexpected places. After his grandmother
passes away, Jacob is devastated by the loss
of his best friend and loving Nana. Jacob’s
older brother devises a way to talk to her in
heaven so that Jacob may properly say goodbye. This magical idea evolves into an uplifting
adventure that leaves the reader not only with
a better understanding of death but also with
an admiration for life.
Similar to the classic fairytales and movies
that have captured the hearts of all ages,
Happy Balloon to You is a true joy for both children and adults. Perhaps it is the
stories ability to genuinely capture the reader and remind us of
those we love that really makes
this book ageless. As one
embarks on Jacob’s journey they
are met with the optimism that is
often buried during dispiriting
times of grief. David has shown
great promise in this touching
story. His ability to offer comfort
through this thoughtful tale is not
only an amazing achievement but
an inspiration. His dedication and
compassion radiates within the
story providing the heartfelt backbone that
makes Happy Balloon to You unique. It is for all
these reasons that Happy Balloon to You is
sincerely moving, captivating, and exceptional.
Happy Balloon to You is available at
w w w.Amazon.com or www.rosedogbookstore.com. David is currently trying to make the
book available in the campus bookstore.

Share it With Sue
Ellen
By Sue Ellen Rockcliffe
Dear SueEllen,
How can I become a ninja or at least
acquire the skills to be some type of kung-fu
master while obtaining my bachelor’s in
something else such as history?"
RA Luigi in crossroads
Dear RA Luigi,
Unfortunately for you, Pat Morita recently passed away, so you have master to teach
you how to “wax-on, wax-off.” However, for
tips on how to acquire crazy ninja skills, trying
Googling “How to be a Ninja.” Other helpful
sources may include: Bruce Lee, Steven
Seagal, and even Jackie Chan. While I am not
entirely sure that any of them have a B.A. in
anything other than Badass Ninja Skills, I am
pretty sure that the Zen wisdom that they will
o ffer up will be more than adequate to
address your issues. In no time at all, you will
be “hi-yah”-ing all over campus. Thanks for
sharing!
Love,
Sue Ellen
Dear SueEllen,
There is a guy that I work with and we’ve
been flirting back and forth for a while. I
hooked up with him on Sunday fully intending
that it would be a one-night thing, but now he
won’t stop calling and bothering me. I don’t
really want to talk to him, but I’m going to have
to see him during work. What do I do?
Annoyed in Alumni
Dear Annoyed,
This situation is becoming more and
more prevalent on college campuses today. It
is a reversal of gender roles in relationships,
or in this case “hookups.” Where it used to be
that women would sit by the phone for days
after seeing a young man, now we are
plagued by their incessant phone calls and
text messages. With the modernization of
technology, it is difficult to avoid these annoyances, but you must not give in. At the workplace, be cordial, you would not want to compromise your integrity by saying something
offensive on the job. Outside the workplace,
you have every right to ignore him. Thanks for
sharing!
Love,
SueEllen
E-mail SueEllenRockliffe@Gmail.com

ORLEANS, THE PERSON WHO RECEIVES THE PIECE OF CAKE CONTAINING A PLASTIC BABY MUST PROVIDE THE KING CAKE FOR THE NEXT GATHERING OF THE

Brought to you by
Sable Yong
Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) ”There’s no such thing as
___.” This week, discarding belief in a certain logical
object, theory or principle will do wonders to revolutionize your day-to-day living: Living without by
choice.
Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) Misery loves company. In
your case, this week you can be that company by
providing misery with your choice of companionship. Are you a fair-weathered friend or true blue til
the end? Only your eventual mental mood will tell.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Let this week be your
crash course in self entitlement. Go about the week
with the following mantra: “Within the following days,
I will vigorously attest to the hypothesis that there is
damn good reason for my welfare to take priority
over others.”
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Appreciating the unique
way you have “turned out” due to all the pressures
and teachings you’ve endured since childhood, this
week take one thing that you feel is the reason of
why you are so awesome and unique and bestow
this influential gift unto someone you feel could be a
little bit more awesome and/or unique.
Leo (July 23-Aug 22) Use the man-engineered
square watermelon as your metaphor for this week:
It’s just as delicious in its original form yet more functional and convenient to store in its new retrained
angular shape.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22) In order to align yourself
with cosmic rhythms this week, disregard those preconceived concepts of innate inheritance and try living how the other half lives. Just because you’re
male doesn’t mean you can’t multitask, and just
because you’re female doesn’t mean you can’t
wear big shoes. Etc.
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22) In order to get what you
want in a more efficient and speedy manner, this
week work on discovering your checkmate—your
power move. Doing so will not only give you greater
satisfaction now, but it will ensure a future of more
frequent and improved fulfillment.
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21) Cosmic configuration will
endow you with the gift of witty banter this week.
Scorpios all over will be waxing poetic and engaging in clever entertaining conversation. Take advantage of these skills for the time being and see where
it gets you.
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) A Streetcar Named
Desire’s Blanche famously said she could always
rely on the kindness of strangers. Consider the idea
that strangers are kind to others out of fear of not
being polite and not because they really want to.
Consider this next time a stranger asks for help.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19) By introducing words of
beauty and general positive attitude into your routine vocabulary, others will find that your general
atmosphere becomes a place more desirable to be
around. Examples: luminous, elegant, elemental,
cyclic, plentiful, delicious.
Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18) This week, experiment
with the power of implications and celebrate the
power of the pliability of the truth. Pretend that lying
is not an option, only vague misgivings. Technicality
is on your side this week.
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20) If you’ve been feeling burdened lately, this week is the time to discover just
what this load is and what you can do about it. Your
cosmic mindset will have you at the sharpest of
investigative wits this week, so take the time to pursue some empirical evidence on such inconvenient
mysteries.

“PTV” from Front Page...
Americans in this country and around the
world. He wasn’t out to do a minstrel show, but
his finger was searching for buttons that he
knew shouldn’t be pushed.
What really stirred up disgust in many of
those offended was not just Billy’s crude and
offensive attempt at mimicking Osh but also
the shockingly horrific commentary by Billy’s
friend John, a student at the University of
Rochester. Not to mention the vulgar call-ins
and how long the segment was allowed to go
on without being shut off by a conscientious
PTV staffer. Violent chauvinism, jaw droppingly racist attitudes, rampant homophobia, and
even raging anti-Semitism were all on display.
As a former intern and manager at PTV, as
well as the producer of my own PTV Show
Contrary to Popular Opinion, I can safely say
that something like this was bound to happen
to our beloved channel 69. Ever since The
Gabby Show PTV has been full of shock jocks
on call in shows pushing the envelope further
and further. Sexism and homophobia have
long been unfortunate staples of many of the
live shows. Ironically, Billy actually accomplished an accurate satire of the presence of
those factors on Osh’s Tha Blast.
A vacuum has long existed at PTV with no
clear rules or regulations pertaining to its content. PTV management has been operating on
a basis of upholding free speech and using
HBO standards of conduct that they never
actually looked up. In their defense, they tried
their best on last Tuesday’s broadcast to follow
college policy, muting Billy’s mic as he read
someone’s phone number on the air. They
knew that what Billy had planned was a horrible idea, but didn’t think that it was their right to
stop it. How is that possible? Well, when the
PSGA approved PTV as a service, they failed
to mandate or demand formal standards of
conduct and PTV went on the air without them.
It was a mistake that they are now trying to correct.
Before you get too excited, this is not an

issue of censorship. Enjoyment of and access
to a student run closed circuit television network is not a right for all Purchase Students,
it’s a fucking awesome privilege that we, until
now have been lucky enough to have. The
College does not have to allow us access to
the cable system, and they certainly won’t if its
content results in them having to launch formal
investigations by The Office of Affirmative
Action. They won’t bother with the hassle if
they can just shut it off completely, which they
can.
It is up to us the students, the PSGA, the
Media Board, and PTV to make sure that our
media services, especially PTV are run in a
respectful way, and that incidents like this are
not allowed to happen again. That said, hopefully whatever corrective actions are taken with
regards to PTV will be done so in a manner
that doesn’t ruin it. Art, communication, education and interaction are what PTV is all about.
Not all of the live shows (cough cough, CPO,
cough) are built around being offensive and
controversial, nor are any of the pre-recorded
submissions. The Senate needs to consider
lifting parts of the restrictions to PTV. An out
right ban on new content is counter productive
and unfair to the interns who work there and
the students who greatly enjoy the good things
about PTV.
As of right now if students wanted to they
would not be able to put together content, live
or pre-recorded, on the history of minstrel
shows and why blackface is offensive and air it
to the campus. Clubs and activists would not
be able to use the medium as a method of
advertising workshops they may be putting on
about combating the troubling growth of ignorance in our community. Nor would Billy
Prinsell be allowed to sincerely apologize to
the campus on the air for it to be played over,
and over, and over again. Would you really be
able to live with yourself Senators if you
deprived the campus of that enjoyment?

SEASON. * IN 1857, A GROUP CALLED THE MYSTIK KREWE OF COMUS STAGED THE FIRST MODERN-STYLE MARDI GRAS PARADE. THE TORCHLIT PROCES-

Skunk’d
By Olubukola Akinnuoye
There’s a funny smell outside the
dorms; it’s skunks and they’re driving dorm
dwellers crazy. Recently, there have been
reports of skunks running around outside
Outback. I personally haven’t seen any, but I’ve
smelled
them.
That
strong, musty, funky odor
that smells like a combination of sweaty socks
and rancid meat. It permeates the room long after
I’ve closed the windows.
I’ve only smelled it at
night, and I think once the
snow melts and the
weather gets warmer, it’ll
only get worse. I’m not the
only one that feels that way.
“Now it’s become persistent,” said
Salimah Augustus, a sophomore. “Every night
there’s a nasty smell. I’m on the B12 and I still
smell it. They’re hibernating by Big Haus.”
Some claim not to smell anything,
like Outback dweller Jared Munir, sophomore.
“Hookah” from Front Page...
to the student.”
The newfound popularity with hookahs
among college students has created a big
issue in campuses around the country whether
or not hookahs should be recognized a tobacco device and not paraphernalia. The United
States Code recognizes the hookah as a cultural device and allows businesses to sell and
use hookahs freely.
“A lot of schools are going through similar
situations,” said Qui Qui Balascio, Campus
Judicial Official, “This issue has been brought
up at the SUNY judicial board several times.
There was a small survey passed out to different schools asking the policies on hookahs,
unfortunately not many people filled the survey
out.”
But SUNY Purchase supported the student’s argument and has altered the policy in
order to correlate with the changing times.

“I haven’t smelled anything.” “It smells,” said
his roommate, Randolph Noyisett, sophomore.
Another Outback resident, Steff e ,
said it doesn’t bother him. “It’s kind of annoying, but there’s nothing you can do about it.”
The smell appears to prefer one side
of the building. Brittney Ferenz, sophomore,
says she only smells the skunks on the side of
the building that faces the woods. “I always
smell it towards the back.
I think it’s disgusting, it
smells like rotten eggs.”
However, she thinks the
furry little ones are cute. “I
see them running around;
they’re like big little ferrets.”
I asked John
Araneo
at
the
Environmental Health and
Safety office about the
matter. “That’s nature,” he said. He also added
that the construction might be disturbing their
habitat.
“They must smell garbage cans,”
said Marie, an administrative worker at the
facilities office.
“After 28 years on the job and five years in
this police department I can say that this new
protocol mirrors the penal law,” said Asst. Chief
Macaluso, “I wasn’t around when the policy
was made, but every policy must adapt to the
change of the times.”
Many other Colleges have recognized
hookahs as legal devices as well, University of
Miami was on the of the first college campuses
to recognize hookahs as a tobacco smoking
device. Unfortunately they were also one of the
first colleges to lose this privilege as well; a few
months go this policy was changed due to the
overwhelming amount of hookahs tested positive for drug residue.
Though this new policy change occurred
soon after complaints were filed last semester,
it can be taken away just as quickly. Keep your
Hookahs kosher, and we will be allowed to
freely smoke them for continuing years at
SUNY Purchase.

“Noel” from Page 5...
with a powerful scene between the Scottish
priest and his superior. In the scene the
Scottish priest is relieved of his duty because of
the mass he gave to German soldiers which
humanizes the German soldiers in the eyes
French and Scottish solders. Through this it
becomes evident that there is a certain level of
mechanical-ness that must be instilled in soldiers to keep them blind so that they don’t know
when they are fighting a just war or fighting
someone’s else’s war of ideology.
Now before all you War Hawks out there
gets your feathers ruffled up and send me
emails about the justification of war and how
Bush is doing a smashing job let me state that
I am not saying this movie is a critique of the
Iraq war. First I already said it was based on
actually event completely unrelated to Iraq.
Second what I am saying is that this movie provides a great model for looking at the complexity of war and at times the ideologies that drive
it.
Music plays a large part in this movie particularly as a way of bringing the opposing
forces together. The musical component also is
the bases for the story line of Nikolaus Sprink
and his wife Anna Sorensen who are both
German opera singers. What happens is that
Nikolaus is sent to the front lines to fight in the
war and Anna pulls every string she’s got in
order to be able to spend Christmas Eve with
her husband.
The story line is sweet but apparently the
actors didn’t have the pipes to pull off the
singing bits and this is where things start to run
aground. The dubbing of the singer’s voices is
poorly done to the point that it can be painful to
watch since there is a fair amount of singing.
The problem is that when the actors are
‘singing’ they are the equivalents to a ventriloquist dummy with the mouth just going up and
down.
The tonality of this movie was hard to
grasp in that the opening chunk of the movie is
very serious and focused but once the French,
Scots and Germans start coming together the
mood becomes light hearted and funny; something akin to Hogan’s Hero’s or MASH without
the spectacular one liners. Then after the cease
fire truly ends it goes back to the serious and
focused drama it started out as. These tonal
transitions can be a little jolting because in
American cinema usually a movie has one tone
through out so when the tone changes like it
does it can make viewers weary.
So here’s the recap. This movie is not for
everyone but if you are looking for a good foreign film or just a good film with some thought
provoking stuff then this one is a must. Even
through its foreign it does have English in it so
you won’t be reading subtitles the whole time.
While this movie is a war film its no Saving
Private Ryan so don’t worry.
Joyeux Noel is up for an Oscar Nomination
for best foreign film and will also have a limited
release starting March 3rd.
On a scale of war torn countries this one
get a nine out of ten.

SION OF FLOATS DISPLAYED THEMES FROM CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY AND LITERATURE. * NO INDY FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS - ENJOY YOUR SPRING BREAK!

Independent of Human Decency... The Indy

No Independent Next Week:
We Return on 3/23 with Issue 109

Dear e111, ya’ll is hoes. Fo’ real <3, e118

“A Bubble-gum condom? Isn’t that
just an accident waiting to happen?”
Oh hell no, I ll kill whoever
took my vo dka. Victoria, I
heart you! xoxo
If only it were a perfect world,
pimpin minnie and her ho’ would get
it on!
"Vagina, you're a bad mama jama"

WPSR is having a General Interest
meeting on Tuesday, March 7th at
9:30 on the Dinning Hall Mezzanine.
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Seasons 1-7 for sale $150.00
and the entire first season of
Dead like Me; a value of $400
for $150!! All or nothing,
cash only, upfront
e-mail buffydvd19@yahoo.com
First come first serve

Gi v e y our ex tr a change to hel p r ai se
money for P AS T. Hel p students hel p
other s at the NY P I R G tabl e CCN 1- 4
Tuesday s , Wednes day s, Thur sday s
unti l M ar ch 10th.

they’re gonna say sam, get over here
"I was making out with this
girl and all I could think
about was tetris.”

I want my TV Guide
Channel DAMMIT!!

Melly is my vagina

I heart Peter
What kind of cunt ditches her
friend for a short man?

Vicky- You’re the Heidi Flice of

Purchase. But thats a good
C.S.A.I.
Concerned Students Against
thing!!
Hello, my name is letterIgnorance
Our
Mission:
ing guide
- To address ignorance and oppresV- Heart you, lover. -E
sion in our community
T o t h e g i r l w i t h t h e r e d h a i r i n - To establish
a culture of education
the red jacket: I’m sorry.
and understanding free from judgeD o y ou w a n t t o s t a n d t h e r e a n d
ment in our community
You’re awesome.
m a k e me t a p h o r s . . . or d o y o u li t e r - To pro-actively combat injustice
a ll y w a n t t o t a k e o f f y o u r p a n t s ? !
a safe environment
I spent $20 on my vagina this we ek: Fir s t while creating
in our community.
Join us this Thursday, March 2nd
I went to the Vagina Monologues,
if you only knew i cried myself to
On the Mall 12:00 - 12:30
then I got a yeast infection. sleep every night
B e r muda Love Tr i a n g l e
NATIONAL UNION OF JEWISH
LGBTIQQ STUDENTS 2006
ANNUAL CONFERENCE @
WESLEYAN
MARCH 31- APRIL 2ND REGISTER
Please stop throwing-up and not
I’m the Juggernaut, bitch
AT NUJLSONLINE.ORG
flushing. It’s really gross because it
y ou h ave t he r ig ht to m utuall y
smells like sausage.
Here’s a hint: If you don’t know the differconsenting and pleasurable sex.
ence between you’re and your, their, there
"What's that? Is it a snake?"

"Everytime something in the Olde
breaks, a commuter gets its wings."

Chuck Norris can believe it’s
not butter
I do have some good news :
I saved a bunch of money
by switching to W P S R
Count of things you’ve broken of mine: 2
Number of times you’ve died in mine and
everyone else’s dreams: infinite
i guess it was worth the sacrifice.

and they’re, you should not be in college.

Bubba number dos will be back!!

Scotty- I will be your Fiona always... or until you know
someone really needs to clean
the natural sciences bathroom

cast iron pies are the
best thing to happen
to chartwells ever
i love the queen of the cooter palace

Fuck you GishiGo!

Dude is just short of a really, really
bad comb-over
Beast,

Happy birthday. We’re awesome. I hate you.
Love, your Belle.

W hy does Fa rside smell
l i ke kitty litter?

